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Ventura Garcés is a medium-sized law firm established in 1952. It is one of a select group 

of legal practices recommended by some of the most prestigious international directories. 

Chambers & Partners, Legal 500 EMEA, Best Lawyers, IFLR 1000, World Trademark Review 

and Who’s Who Legal recommend the Firm and its individual lawyers as leading professionals 

in the provision of corporate legal advice.

Experience, specialisation, quality, personalised service, efficacy and a proactive approach are 

the differentiating factors that have, over time, made Ventura Garcés a firm that is trusted by 

eminent businesses both in Spain and abroad to provide international legal advice in all areas 

of Company Law.

Offices: Barcelona, Madrid.
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RECENT WORK HIGHLIGHTS

In collaboration with Shakespeare 

Martineau and Van Campen 

Liem, we participated in the 

reorganization of AC PLC group.

We advised an US client by 

recommendation of 

Penningtons Manches Cooper 

in a supplier agreement. 

Together with Van Campen 

Liem, we are working on a 

small intercompany financing 

restructuring for an US NYSE 

listed client Berry Global.
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SPAIN

VENTURA GARCÉS

Claudi, Victor, welcome! How are you and your 

colleagues holding up? Are your teams back in the 

office, or still in lockdown and working from home? 

Claudi: In the case of the Barcelona office, as it is a very 

large space with plenty of ventilation, the whole team is 

working from the office; bearing in mind and respecting 

the distance, complying with all the measures that 

the Spanish Government has proposed and allowing 

teleworking to all professionals when needed. 

Víctor: In the case of the Madrid office, most of the 

team works from home. The main reason is that many 

professionals come from the outskirts of the city, and we 

consider that nowadays taking public transport is still 

something to avoid due to the risk it entails. 

What have you been working on recently? How 

has the legal sector in Spain been impacted by the 

pandemic? What do you expect in the months ahead? 

Claudi: In Barcelona, in addition to our usual advisory 

work, we are representing clients in the renegotiation of 

premises to adapt their conditions to the crisis situation 

arising from the COVID-19. Unfortunately, we are also 

advising on the closing of companies and the dismissal 

of employees. However, on a positive side, in the last few 

months we have advised on two M&A transactions and 

on the financing for the construction of a new factory for 

a client. 

Víctor: In our case, in addition to advising in the same 

way as Claudi says, we are currently receiving many 

inquiries from our clients about Brexit and how it will 

influence their business.

How has remote work changed your roles and work 

at Ventura Garcés?

Claudi: Both offices share the same idea; at the 

beginning of the pandemic, a lockdown across the 

whole Spanish territory was something complicated to 

digest, since in just a matter of days we had to work 

together with all the IT professionals to be able to 

telework and provide customer service at 100 per cent 

capacity. Today we think it has had a positive effect, 

since we have experienced a completely different way 

of working that can be implemented in the day-to-day 

of any professional, improving labour inclusion and 

reconciliation of private and family life. It allows you to 

be in another city, country or continent and still be able 

to advise the client in the same way you would if you 

were in the office. It is also true that applications such as

Teams and Zoom have allowed direct and close contact 

between both offices and with the clients.

How have your practices had to adapt during this 

time – have you seen the needs of clients change? 

What are the opportunities and challenges at the 

moment? 

Víctor: In the case of the commercial area, we have 

mainly gone from advising clients in the acquisition of 

new locations in which to expand their business, to 

negotiating with landlords’ new economic conditions 

of their contracts. Although it is also true that we have 

received several requests from clients, both companies 

and individuals, to provide our advice on Brexit issues 

and how this new situation, especially in terms of expats, 

labour and tax matters, may vary in their business 

between Spain and UK. 

Do you think the legal industry will go back to 

“normal” after the pandemic or do you expect lasting 

changes to the industry?

Claudi: We both believe that the answer to this question 

is very difficult to predict, although we would like to say 

yes.

In Spain, unfortunately, many businesses are currently 

closing due to the pandemic and the restrictions that 

many communities are suffering in order to fight against it. 

Also, many companies are considering carrying out new 

layoffs and modifications of labour contracts because 

they cannot maintain their actual structure, and the fall 

in tourism that we are suffering does not help either; 

so, for this 2021 we do not expect much improvement 

in the country’s economy, although we anticipate that 

the improvement will begin in 2022 when the pandemic 

has begun to subside thanks to the vaccines. Having 

said that, we hope that, while vaccinating the entire 

population worldwide, we can gradually return to the life 

we had before the pandemic, and above all that business 

and tourism will flourish again in the country.

How does Multilaw fit into your firm’s international 

strategy in 2021? 

Víctor: We are currently in close communication with 

several Multilaw firms, as we believe that international 

synergies are very important in the legal sector. We both 

also believe that it is very important to work closely with 

the firms that make up this network to provide the best 

possible advice to clients. 

What are your goals for this year? Are you planning 

or implementing any new initiatives?

Claudi: We are a law firm with international projection, 

we have foreign clients who invest in Spain and Spanish 

clients who seek to grow in international markets. For 

this reason, it is very important for us to belong to a 

network such as Multilaw with prestigious law firms to 

which we can confidently refer our clients. 

What have been your most memorable Multilaw 

highlights?

Claudi: I personally hold in great memory and esteem the 

EMEA Conference that the Barcelona office organised in 

2019 and where I had the opportunity to meet in person 

many professionals who are part of our network and also 

the great help that we all offered to the Hospital San 

Joan de Deu by being the largest donation obtained at a 

conference in the history of Multilaw.

Víctor: I did not have the chance to attend the event 

that Claudi talks about, although I can say that I have 

good memories of the international events that you 

have organized during 2020 and 2021, as well as my 

presentation on the “Spanish Gold Resident Visa” in 

Multilaw on August 5. 

The last Multilaw Virtual Annual Global Meeting was an 

excellent event that facilitated contact among Multilaw 

members, saving time and costs efficiently.
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Commercial & Corporate
Commercial Contracting and Company Law

Commercial Contracting

Our advice to businesses includes attending to all their 

needs and responding to any legal issues that may arise 

during the commercial contracting process. 

Mergers and Acquisitions

We plan operations taking account of all the parties 

involved; sellers, investors, debtors and creditors. 

Company Operations

We take care of the legal issues involved in the creation 

of joint ventures. We advise on both increases and 

reductions in share capital. 

Business Expansion

Thanks to our international network of associate offices, 

we can offer our clients all the legal services they may 

require when operating abroad. 

Litigation
Litigation and Arbitration

Resolution of Contractual Disputes

We give procedural legal advice on matters such as 

distribution agreements, mergers and acquisitions, 

franchising, agency or supply, among other areas.

Resolution of Corporate Disputes

Our advice covers issues as varied as the renegotiation 

of business debts, litigation with subcontractors, director 

liability and disputes between shareholders.

Experience in Arbitration

We have appeared as both a party and as arbitrators on 

the main domestic and international stages, such as the 

Spanish Court of Arbitration.

Legal Proceedings

We defend our clients’ interests in cases that involve 

proceedings between companies from different 

countries, as well as in the enforcement of court 

judgements, arbitration awards and payment orders 

handed down across Europe. 

Tax Law
Advice on Tax matters

Company Tax

We advise corporations on how they can structure and 

optimise the taxes relating to their investments and 

disinvestments, both inside and outside Spain. 

Tax on Family Businesses

We advise family businesses on their strategic future 

planning, anticipating important tax-related issues such 

as transfer through inheritance. 

General Tax Issues

Thanks to our broad experience, we are able to advise 

businesses, corporations and individuals on complex tax 

matters, identifying tailor-made solutions in each case. 

International Tax Issues

We also offer support to foreign companies that are 

interested in investing in Spain, advising them on the 

relevant tax issues from the very beginning of the 

process.

New Technologies
Digital Law and Advice on Information Technologies

E-commerce and Cybersecurity

We manage online contracting processes and act in 

disputes involving domain names and trademarks. We 

also analyse and advise on the protection of website 

rights.

FinTech

Ventura Garcés offers legal advice on the development, 

consolidation and protection of digital infrastructure for 

businesses. 

Technology Contracts

We have extensive experience in advising companies 

that operate over the Internet, advising on the drafting 

of contracts and ensuring compliance with the extensive 

regulations that apply to the sector.

Data Protection & Privacy
Personal Data Protection Law

Personal Data Protection

We carry out audits and adaptation plans to ensure that 

companies comply with data protection regulations 

(General Data Protection Regulations and the Spanish 

Law on Data Protection and Guaranteeing Digital 

Rights), in their capacity as either data controllers or 

data processors.

Representation during inspections and   

sanctions procedures

We provide our clients with advice and legal defence in 

the area of data protection in the event of inspections, 

sanctions procedures and court proceedings.

Employment
Advice on Employment Matters

We cover all aspects of company management, providing 

support for Management and Human Resources 

Departments and helping them to optimise their 

decision-making processes. Our lawyers provide them 

with legal assistance in their negotiations with trades 

unions and works committees, ensuring good relations.

In the area of dismissals, both collective and disciplinary, 

we provide the necessary advice on restructuring, 

disciplinary procedures and sanctions. We also assist 

with contractual matters and the duty of confidentiality 

among senior management.

Real Estate
Advice on Employment Matters

Real Estate Developments

We offer services for the acquisition, transfer, sale and 

financing of hotel complexes, residential developments, 

corporate offices and shopping centres. 

Sale, Purchase and Lease of Real Estate Properties

Our services range from the leasing and renting out of 

office space, industrial units and commercial premises, 

through to sale and lease-back operations. We also 

handle.

Development of Hotel Projects

We offer strategic and technical advice on lease 

agreements, sale and purchase transactions, 

developments, land rights and “turnkey” contracts for 

hotel operations. 

Advice on Planning Matters

We identify legal and regulatory solutions relating to the 

use of development land and zoning issues.

Intellectual Property
Litigation and Arbitration

Intellectual Property Advice Service

We advise clients on the wording of licensing, franchising 

and technical service agreements, works commissions, 

software licences and publishing contracts.

Protection of Intellectual Property Rights

We act in criminal, commercial and contentious-

administrative proceedings to ensure that their exclusive 

rights are properly protected.

International legal representation

We take care of the legal issues involved in the 

submission and follow-up of requests for intervention 

by the customs authorities to control the importation of 

counterfeit products into Spain.

Community & Competition
Advice on European Law

We have in-depth knowledge of the regulations on 

economic groupings. We specialise in managing the 

issue of notices to the CNMC (Spanish Commission on 

Markets and Competition) and the European Commission 

(in the case of operations with an EU component).

We advise clients appearing before the Spanish and 

European authorities in the event that sanctions 

proceedings are brought in relation to anti-trust 

practices, such as cartels, the abuse of a dominant 

position or practices that restrict competition. 

Banking
Advice on Banking and the Capital Markets

We advise our clients in their relations with both Spanish 

and foreign banks, guiding them through complex 

transactions in the capital markets, Project Finance 

processes, syndicated operations, loans and the 

provision of guarantees.

We provide comprehensive legal coverage for 

businesses, acting on their behalf before the Bank 

of Spain and the Spanish National Securities Markets 

Commission.

Bankruptcy
Advice on Restructuring and Insolvency

We advise companies that are affected by such 

situations, designing strategic plans and appearing in 

bankruptcy proceedings. We represent and advise the 

various parties involved in the insolvency process.

We provide specialist legal advice in cases involving 

corporate restructuring processes, both in Spain and 

internationally.

We negotiate the sale and purchase of bad debts from 

companies, suppliers and consumers, and we offer 

advice on the sale and acquisition of non-performing 

loans.
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Managing Partner (Barcelona Office)
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Education

Degree in Law from the University of Barcelona.

Postgraduate Degree in Tax Law from Abat Oliba CEU 

University, Barcelona.

Postgraduate Degree in International Law from the 

University of London.

Languages Spoken

Spanish, Catalan, English, French

Associations

Barcelona Bar Association

ACG Spain

Claudi Garcés is Joint Managing Partner of the Barcelona 

office of Ventura Garcés. He specialises particularly in 

Commercial Law, Real Estate and Competition.

He has extensive experience in the area of the sale 

and purchase of businesses, and has advised on both 

national and trans-national operations involving different 

jurisdictions. He also advises on the many issues 

relating to competition law that may arise from company 

acquisitions.

Claudi continuously advises foreign companies on 

their investments in Spain and assists them with all the 

related corporate, contractual and commercial issues. 

As a result of his experience in incorporating companies, 

funds and venture capital institutions, he is able to offer 

expert advice on investment and divestment processes. 

He also advises on relations with the securities markets 

authorities, such as the Spanish Securities Markets 

Commission (CNMV).

In the area of real estate, he has been involved in 

numerous operations for the sale and purchase of 

properties, particularly in relation to office buildings and 

the development of business parks.

He also took part in the Foreign Associate Program run 

by the law firm Debevoise & Plimpton LLP (New York). 

He currently acts as Secretary to the Board of Directors 

at a number of Spanish companies.

Education

Degree in Law from the Complutense University of 

Madrid

Masters in International Law (LLM) from the University 

of Saint Louis, Missouri

Languages Spoken

Spanish, Catalan, English, French, German

Associations

Madrid Bar Association

Zurich Bar Association

International Fiscal Association

Spanish Financial Law Association

Víctor de Cambra is Managing Partner at the Madrid 

office of Ventura Garcés. He specialises particularly in 

Commercial Law, Real Estate and Tax Law.

Víctor has extensive experience of international legal 

practice (he began his career at Wiederkehr, Forster & 

Weber in Zurich, where he worked for four years), and 

this has provided him with expertise in negotiating and 

contracting issues that involve different jurisdictions and 

multi-lingual working groups.

He provides continuous advice to foreign investors and 

Family Offices on their investments and divestments in 

Spain, as well as advising Spanish businesses on their 

negotiations and litigation abroad.

He currently sits on the Boards of Directors of a range of 

different companies and Family Offices from both Spain 

and abroad. 

As a teacher, Víctor has given seminars at Madrid’s Carlos 

III University, the University of Rome, the University of 

Saint Louis and the European University of Madrid.

He is a member of a number of Boards of Directors and 

CEO of several companies.
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